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This week, the food plate as a whole maintained stable operation, the 
price and delivery of sweetener products were stable; The mainstream 
manufacturers of creat ine monohydrate normally ship, some 
manufacturers have shceduled the delivery to late May, and the current 
price of large factories is still stable; Carnitine series of products raised 
the price of the whole; The prices of preservative products price and 
deliver remained stable. Some xanthan gum factories stopped 
quotation, expected subsequent price increases. 

FOOD ADDITIVE

Reported by Shea & Livia & Lexie&Oliva&Hannah

Vitamins to VEGA !
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This week, the veterinary drug raw material market remained weak and 
stable, and most varieties were still slight decline at a low price level, but 
the decline was limited by the factory cost. Individual varieties are 
affected by raw materials, supply and other prices are relatively strong. 
Overall downstream demand is still weak. Tylosin, Doxycycline, 
Florfenicol affected by demand prices were still slightly down. Neomycin 
sulfate, Lincomycin HCL, levamisole HCL, colistin sulfate prices are 
firmer. Other varieties remain stable. Follow up with continuous attention.

API 
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This week, the market of small varieties of amino acids is relatively 
stable, some valine factories rised price, the manufacturer's offer is 
strong, but the final transaction will be general for the time being, and 
the transaction can be negotiated; Isoleucine price is at the bottom, the 
overall market is not positive, later pay attention to the factory order; 
Arginine end users purchase on demand, factory delivery is relatively 
tight, and the arginine market is expected to be stable in the short term.
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The vitamins market was generally stable this week. VE manufacturers 
centralized stop quotation, market attention continues to increase, market 
transaction prices began to rise; For Vitamin B1, Huazhong stop 
quotation, other factories raise prices, supply is also tight, the market 
spot inventory is low; Other vitamins are stable in the short term
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